
 

✴Executive profiles 

✴Employer Branding, common content on several platforms 

✴Ideal for confidential projects 

✴Welcome at our yearly Leadership Executive inspiration session 

✴We guide you through the complete recruitment process for executives 

✴General profiles 

✴Employer Branding, job & company experience pages 

✴Ideal in combination with hiring programs Basic - Standard - Premium 

✴You benefit from our network in PPE, workwear and Health&Safety 

✴We generate visibility for your job, you  connect directly with candidates 
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The new approach of 
30 years people management experience in PPE-workwear-H&S  

The search for your new candidate starts here

HandS Talent 
EXECUTIVE 

click here 

HandS Talent 
CONNECT 
click here 

Christof De Bruyn 

Your guide in 
recruitment for PPE, 
workwear and H&S 

profiles 

INFO 
www.handstalent.com 

christof@handstalent.com 
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CONTACT 

+32 478 539 341 
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INTRODUCTION 

HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/PGVXJLR5SZK 

https://youtu.be/sBy29JWeHbw
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https://healthandsafetytalent.com/en/hands-talent-executive/
https://healthandsafetytalent.com/en/hands-talent-connect/
https://youtu.be/pgVXjlr5SZk
https://youtu.be/sBy29JWeHbw
https://healthandsafetytalent.com/en/
mailto:christof@handstalent.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christofdebruyn/
https://healthandsafetytalent.com/en/hands-talent-connect/


 

HandS Talent Executive is the optimal formula for ‘hunting’ or searching C-levels and other 
management roles for your company, within our domain of PPE, workwear and H&S 

An opposite vision and approach!  We turn it around.  As we ourselves have been operationally active 
in this niche, in all layers of the supply chain, as well as at all hierarchical levels, we are able to make 
an knowledge-based search from this acquired expertise.  Our 30 years of experience will help us get 
to the most adequate understanding of the candidate with the right questions. 

Our warm network consists mainly of these profiles, experienced managers in our niche. 

HandS Talent Executive performs the best for : 

✴Executive profiles 

✴Employer Branding, common content on various platforms 

✴Confidential projects 

✴A complete guidance through the full recruitment process for executives 

 

Occasionally, we organise an inspiration session together with other C-levels and 
leadership profiles where you will also be warmly welcome.  Check our website for a 

recap of our launch of HandS Talent Connect..  
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HandS Talent Connect is the optimal recruitment programme to reach the right people within our 
field of PPE, workwear and H&S.  Through a sophisticated marketing strategy, we will be able to 
get your vacancy visible to the right candidate.  

We start by creating your corporate identity on our platforms and thereby create a vacancy and 
company experience page.  We then share this in our network, the network of professionals active 
in our world of health and safety. 

This way of working has the advantage that your vacancy immediately reaches our network at a 
very accessible formula.  We already have a package from €1,500/vacancy, which then remains 
active for 3 months.  From the 4th vacancy onwards, you get a nice discount. 

We let candidates contact your company directly.  Got a match?  Great! "Mission 
accomplished" and you owe us nothing more.  Good Luck! 

You can complement this formula with a recruitment campaign, to be filled in as you wish: 

✴Tarieven geldig tot 31/12/2023
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HANDS TALENT BV 

Parklaan 90,  
B-2300 Turnhout 

België 

Best Buy
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